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California Special Education Teacher
Shortages
Title Grow More Severe
Desiree Carver-Thomas and Linda Darling-Hammond
California schools have had persistent difficulties filling special education vacancies, but in the past two years, these shortages
have skyrocketed, as evidenced by the growth of substandard special education authorizations. When schools struggle to
fill a position with a qualified teacher, they often hire teachers who are still in training or who hold emergency-type permits
without training.1 Research has found that special education training significantly improves teachers’ capacity to effectively
teach students with special needs.2 Special education teachers with more extensive pedagogical training and practice teaching
are better prepared to handle key teaching duties, such as planning lessons, managing the classroom environment, fulfilling
professional duties, and using a variety of instructional methods.3 Those teachers who are not prepared to meet the needs of
their students may contribute to classroom conditions that negatively impact student learning and well-being.4

Special Education Teacher Workforce Trends
• New, underprepared special education teachers outnumber those who are fully prepared 2:1. No other major
teaching field issues most of its new authorizations to underprepared candidates (see Figure 1).
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• Substandard credentials and permits nearly doubled between 2011–12 and 2015–16, while preliminary
credentials to fully prepared teachers dropped 29%. The annual pool of new special education teachers has increased
by nearly 30% over the past two years, but these increases are being driven entirely by teachers on substandard
authorizations (see Figure 2).
• Over 1,700 underprepared special education teachers in 2015–16 were hired on emergency-style permits,5 which
are issued to teachers with little to no preparation to teach.
• Substandard credentials and permits are growing in every special education subspecialty, with the greatest
increases since 2012 in the areas of moderate/severe disabilities, where they have more than doubled, and mild/
moderate disabilities, where they increased by more than 60%. These types of special education authorizations
are needed to teach students with complex learning needs, including students diagnosed with autism, intellectual
disabilities, and serious emotional disturbance.6
• Shortages in special education are most likely to disproportionately affect English Learners, who are
overrepresented in special education by nearly 30%, and Black students, who are overrepresented in special
education by nearly 50%.7
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• Researchers project that over a quarter of California’s special education teachers who were teaching in 2014 will retire by
2024, more than in any other subject area.8 In addition, in some counties, up to 86.5% may retire. With an aging teacher workforce and fewer qualified new special education teachers, special education shortages may become even worse in future years.
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Teacher shortages across the state significantly impact the already-limited supply of qualified special education teachers.
In the past two years, schools have seen a sharp increase in the number of underprepared special education teachers
entering the field, which can undermine student achievement and well-being while creating much greater turnover, because
such teachers leave at higher rates. Solving the teacher shortage requires more than an influx of new teachers. New
teachers must also be well-prepared, well-mentored, and well-supported so that they stay in the profession and contribute
to a long-term solution.
As we describe in our report on California teacher shortages,9 strategies to accomplish this can include service scholarships
that support training for those who will teach in high-need fields for several years; one-year residency programs that train
teachers in apprenticeships linked to credential coursework and mentoring in urban or rural districts where they pledge to
stay and teach; and incentives to keep strong teachers in high-need fields who would otherwise retire.
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